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Marshalladmits mistake-new hopeforSAC
by Anne Welwood
News Editor
Lauren Marshall, President of
the Students' Administrative
Council, came clean Tuesday
night. In a gathering of Council
members only, she admitted many
of her past actions and state-
ments had been made for the
sake of political expediency.
There were many questions to
be answered and Miss Marshall
an swered them all
Jim Lawson, Vice-President: In-
ternal, said, "Lauren admitted
faults and inconsistencies and also
that she had lied."
"If anything." Lawson contin-
ued. "John Chatawav should come
ou( on top for so thoroughly in-
vestigating her actions. He de-
serves one hell of a lot of credit
for his persistence, whatever his
reasons."
Lawson felt anv students who
accused the committee of "nit-
picking"' were not aware of the
issues involved.
John Chataway informed the
Cord, "In my opinion, Lauren ad-
mitted she had at times acted
against the interests of Council
and the students in her indiscreet
support of the Student Consum-
er Association and the Trans-
Canada Student Services and that
this support had been based only
on enthusiasm for the general
ideas without careful check."
Chataway questioned Miss Mar-
shall's mid-term report as being
such a document.
Questions were raised regard-
ing Miss Marshall's financial in-
volvement in Trans-Canada Stu-
dent Services. She replied she had
lied to the students in the open
meeting for the sake of political
expediency.
Regarding the law suits pre-
sently being threatened for the
statements about Matt Hudson
printed in the Cord, Miss Marshall
replied they were just bluffs and
she would try to have them re-
moved.
(lt. should be pointed oul these
bluffs have cost the student body
$600 to date),
In light of Miss Marshall's exit
from the general meeting in which
she was questioned by members
of the student body as well as
SAC, Sue Brown, Chairman of the
Student Secretariat brought to
Miss Marshall's attention that in
her opinion Miss Marshall be-
came too emotional in making
her on-the-spot decisions.
Miss Marshall's exit at the meet-
ing was construed by many mem-
bers of SAC as a mere political
move.
Miss Marshall has asked for
SAC's cooperation. Council agreed
to work with her again under the
following conditions:
1) she voice support of a motion
at the next Council meeting to
forever end negotiations with
the Student Consumer Associa-
tion and the Trans-Canada Stu-
dent Services
2) she resign as Vice Chairman of
the Student Consumer Associa-
tion
3) she and Council be satisfied
by a re-structuring of appoint-
ments to Cultural Affairs Com-
mittee and that such appoint-
ments be made legally
4) she do all in her power to stop
libel actions being brought
against several students
5> she and Council work by Ro-
bert's Rules of Order to a
greater extent
6) a) she reaffirm her faith in
the Students' Administra-
tive Council publicly and af-
firm it was conscientious in
its duty of investigating the
matter
b) she admit publicly as to cer-
tain inconsistencies in her
recent statements made for
the sake of political expedi-
ency which amounted to
untruths
Roger Sutton. Chairman of the
Board of Publications, stated.
"What everybody has been in-
vestigating for the past few weeks
and the doubts which were
brought forward because of it,
Lauren finally admitted to the
other night. Many thought she
was a liar and she admitted it"
"She once said in the meeting
that 'a leopard can't change its
spots.' Well. I don't think she
will and Council seems to."
"I think she should resign as
President of the Students' Admin-
istrative Council," added Sutton.
Barrel] Tschirhart. Arts Rep,
said all attending the meeting
exhibited sincere optimism in
the coming months. "Mistrust,
the dividing factor between Coun-
cil and its President, was over-
come for the first time since
Lauren took office some eight
months ago. Thanks to John Chat-
away, this ever widening gap was
bridged."
Jim Lawson also expressed the
hope that SAC can work together
following Miss Marshall's admis-
sion.
Marshall makes public statement
— pledges council co-operation
by Betsy Porter
Lauren Marshall made a public
Statement Wednesday morning in
which she said as a result of a
meeting held Tuesday evening she
had full confidence in the mem-
bers of Council. She said they are
working diligently for the good
of their constituents. Admitting
to the inconsistencies present in
some of her previous statements
and actions, she said that at the
next SAC meeting a motion to dis-
associate WLU entirely from SCA
and TCSS will be presented Miss
Marshall denied any part in in-
stigating the law suits now
threatening various campus or-
ganizations but rather claimed
that she is doing her best to fend
them off for the benefit of the
students.
John Chataway, head of the
Committee to investigate the Stu-
dent Consumer Association and
its possible affiliation with Trans
Canada Student Services stated
Council had decided to give Miss
Marshall a second chance war-
ranted by her honesty in admit-
ting her faults and the fact that
She's going to resign as Vice-
Chairman of SCA. Council will be
investigating the appointments to
the Cultural Affairs Committee.
Following the Wednesday meet-
ing Matt Hudson was to receive
a telephoned ultimatum: either
he drop the libel suits or the com-
mittee's complete report be sent
to all Canadian universities.
Chataway added since Hudson
has little chance of winning the
suits and the report is so unfav-
ourable to him, it is hoped that
he will comply. Chataway reas-
serted that Council is going to
try to work better together on a
new basis of mutual honesty.
In the question and answer
period which followed, most of
the queries centred on the libel
suits. It was established that
Matt Hudson is naming for suit
Bob Purdon, SAC Treasurer, Anne
Welwood, Cord News Editor, Rog-
er Sutton, Chairman of the Board
of Publications, Lauren Marshall,
SAC President, the Cord Weekly
and its printers. He has a three
month time period which ends in
December to issue writs.
In answer to the question of
why there had been no retractions
to the statements issued in the
Cord, John Chataway replied
the suits have little chance of
success. Asked why the report
was not being made available for
the benefit of other universities,
Chataway replied SAC wanted to
relieve tension and get the "mess
out of here." He agreed with the
questionner that this was, in
reality, making a deal with Hud-
son. Miss Marshall said that a
Question of money was involved.
A libel suit being a Supreme
Court action, a great deal of
money which could be used in
other ways will be lost in lawyer's
fees, she added. Legal fees to this
time amount to between $400 and
$600~-$2OO to the libel expert
contacted in Toronto and a simi-
lar amount 1o the local lawyer.
SAC has allotted $1,000 to defray
legal expenses and an investiga-
tion into legal aid by the Treas
ury Board is now under way. It
was also established that if ano-
ther university, investigating SCA.
and TCSS on its own, were to ask
WLU for information, contact'?
loading to information would be
provided.
Another issue raised was that
of the amount of student involve-
ment in the contracting of pro-
fessors, Last spring, a petition
signed by 600 students asking for
representation by students on the
Faculty Board and presented by
Miss Marshall to Dr. Healey was
turned down. During a conference
of the Canadian Association of
University Teachers this summer,
it was established if students had
a right to demand certain qualifi-
cations of professors, the latter
had the right to expect their crit-
ics were students of at least a B
average in their field.
It is felt that each department
rather than the administration
should have the say in the con-
tracting of professors, said Miss
Marshall. This statement is to be
presented to the Faculty Board
and. if it is rejected, action will
be taken, she added.
Miss Marshall requested more
student participation especially
concerning the athletic complex
planning board.
John Chataway, head of
SCA-TCSS committee
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SAC president Lauren Marshall admitted inconsis-
tencies and pledged council co-operation at meeting
in IEI Wednesday.
Strand threatens contempt charges at SFU
BURNABY (CUP)—Backed by
court injunctions prohibiting
nearly every form of protest, the
administration at Simon Fraser
University is increasing its ef-
forts to throttle students and fa-
culty on strike over administra-
tion treatment of the department
of political science, sociology and
anthropology.
In an open letter to the cam-
pus issued October 29, admini-
stration president K e u ti e th
Strand said any further pie-
ketting, distribution of literature
or mass gatherings would bring
charges of contempt of court un-
der injunctions issued October 24
and aimed specifically at three
PSA. professors and 11 students.
According to Strand, the court
injunctions have already been
breached twice: on Tuesday (Oc-
tober 28), Strand "was informed"
that 30 to 50 picketters gathered
outside a room on campus: on
Wednesday (October 29), he said
the action was repeated.
Among the picketters, Strand
said, were "five or six of the
named defendants in the injunc-
tion order."
Strand said he now considers
"the university has taken all rea-
sonable steps to inform" the de-
fendants of the court order, and
declared "any further breaches
such as the incidents of October
28 and 29 will result in contempt
of court proceedings without fur-
ther notice,"'
Lawyers advising' strike parti-
cipants have said the court order
makes violators liable to six
months to one year in jail if they
distribute any literature, picket in
any way or address any group on
campus without the administra-
tion's grant of a lecture booking.
Strikers have issued no com-
ment on Strand's statement, but
a general meeting of students
was scheduled for Thursday (Oc-
tober 30). presumably to discuss
the administrative threat.
The strike at Simon Fraser be-
gan September 24. when the ad-
ministration refused to negotiate
the demotion and phase-firing of
11 PSA professors, and refused to
recognize the total student parity
operating in the PSA department.
Books in Review
By Jim MacDonald
The Novels of Nevil Shute
Adventure on, for from the littlest
clue
Has come whatever worth man
ever knew;
The next to lighten all men may
be you . . .
John Masefield
Samuel Beckett has won the
Nobel prize for literature. It
would appear that Henny Penny
was right. All that we can do
now is laugh in despair as the sky
conspiring with the eternal earth,
falls, inevitably, on this ridicu-
lous humanity.
The Twentieth century, as fore-
seen by Nietzsche, has been char-
acterised by irrationality, an ex-
traordinary degree of violence,
and spiritual isolation, with its
concomitants, despair and an-
guish. Man has rejected God, the
alleged representative of absolute
values, and now, "condemned to
be free," is victimized by an an-
thropomorphic. "feeling" world
which leaves him alienated and
impotent. The culmination (and
calumny) of this kind of thought,
from Eliot to Kafka to Sartre to
Albee. is the recognition that ne-
gation is positive, that nothing is
a thing, that meaning is meaning-
less, and that the intellectual nihi-
list. Samuel Beckett, deserves the
highest literary merit.
An antidote, for those who seek
values between the shores of "the
unplumbed, salt, estranging sea,"
is found in the writings of Nevil
Shute. Almost symbolically, Shute
died in 1960. the beginning of
one of the sickest decades in his-
tory. In his lifetime, he was an
adventurer who pioneered, with
Fokker. de Havilland and others,
the tempestuous, hazardous, avia-
tion industry and who. in his
spare time, was the author of
twenty-four novels.
The academics, who find pro-
fundity only in what is unintel-
ligible, say that his work is es-
capism, a romantic rejection of
reality as it is. This, quite for-
tunately, is true. He lived and
<\ rote with the idea, highly un-
conventional in to-days morass of
evasive procrastination, that man
was a competent, purposive, and
courageous being who can enjoy
existence. In his work as an en-
gineer, Shute took financial and
physical risks to improve the phy-
sical conditions of his time and
loved every exciting minute of it.
He played a major role in demon
strating that individual initiative
could not be replaced by bureau-
cratic planning when his company
successfully built an airship that
carried passengers across the At-
lantic Ocean. His competition was
the English government's ship
R-101 which crashed in one of the
greatest disasters in aviation his-
tory. With few financial resour-
ces he started his own airplane
company and later, made secret
weapons for the British in World
War 11. A pilot himself, he flew
against regulations by not report-
ing his heart condition, willing to
risk death in order to live to the
fullest. He tells of these fascinat-
ing stories in his autobiography,
Slide Rule, which reads like a
novel. The principles of his life
are stylized in his novels which,
yes, show life as it is, but more
important, show life as it should
be.
The settings of Shute's novels
are war-time Europe and Britain,
or the isolation of Greenland and
Australia, where man can be
characterized in his essential
form. In the midst of chaos and
confusion, seeming madness and
irrationality, his nerves exhibit a
love, tenderness, and bravery
based on the premise that man
can achieve happiness and need
not submit to despair. This idea,
implicit in his best works. Most
Secret, The Far Country, The Pied
Piper, and Landfall suggests that
disease, injustice, or any evil, is
metaphysically abnormal. Most
Twentieth century writers think
exactly the opposite and here is
where thev fail. Beckett, who is
a good writer because he does
achieve his ends, raises petty, tri-
vial incidents, such as putting a
boot on. to the level of meta-
physical significance. He does a
service, although a rather nega-
tive one. by pointing out what is
happening to men but wails that
it cannot be changed. Symptoms
of disease are revealed but cures
are impossible. Notice that he
rarely examines motivation in his
work. This leads him to a very
mystical determinism. Shute's
characters retain a child-like in-
nocence. regard corruption as ab-
normal, and continue to live a
life that challenges and fulfills
them.
This leads us to On the Beach.
Sliute obviously knows what is
going on in the world and in
literature when he uses a quota-
tion from"The Hollow Men" to
introduce this bleak novel. Did
he finally succumb to the cult of
despair? No. After Hardy wrote
"Jude the Obscure" he felt he
could write novels no more.
Shute's On the Beach is again, a
symptom of the times. The solu-
tion is found in his last two no-
vels The Rainbow and The Rose,
good except for the inclusion of
the author's ambiguous and out
of place mysticism, and Trustee
from the Toolroom, his best work.
Shute thought that one individual
could "lighten all men" by exam-
ple and that there was no inevit-
ability to the On the Beach situa-
tion. This is best exemplified by
Keith Stewart in Trustee from the
Toolroom. Only Nevil Shute could
have created such a consistently
innocent and heroic character in
such a satisfying book. It ends,
uncompromisingly: "He has achie-
ved the type of life that he de-
sires; he wants no other. He is
perfectly, supremely happy."
Why Do
You Read
So Slowly?
A noted publisher in Chicago re-
ports there is a simple technique
of rapid reading which should en-
able you to increase your reading
speed and yet retain much more.
Most people do not realize how
much tihey could increase their
pleasure, success and income by
rending faster and more aecuiale-
ly.
According to Ibis publisher, many
people regardless of their present
reading skill, can use this simple
technique to improve their read-
ing ability to a remarkable de-
gree. Whether reading stories,
books, technical matter, it be-
comes possible to read sentences
at a glance and entire pages in
seconds with litis method.
To acquaint the readers of this
newspaper with the easy-to-follow
rules for developing rapid read-
ing skill, the company has printed
full details of its interesting self-
training method in a new booklet,
"How to Read Faster and Retain
Mere," mailed free. No obligation.
Send your name and address to:
Reading, 835 Diversey, Dept. 154-
3IN, Chicago, 60614. A postcard
will do.
Pig Pen gets underway
by Gwen Spears
Despite the lack of .suitable
facilities, the meeting of ihe P'g
Fen. a coffee club organized by
the Folk Music Society, was a
tremendous success. President
Garth Newton commented: "The
meeting was a great success, and
I expect an even better turnout
in the future, but we really need
a better location."
Over one hundred people camc
to hear the performers, mostly
university contributors, as well
as the talent from the Mariposa
Festival. The entertainers were
very pleased with the enthusias-
tic response from the audience:
"We're really impressed with
the outcome, but we'd like to
play in a better place next lime."
The Pig Pen met in the West
Hall Recreation Room, and the
entertainers complained about
the terrible acoustics. After
lengthy consultations with vari-
ous people concerning the use
of the room, the Club had to
bring in all its own equipment
and set up facilities for the audi-
ence.
Although the concourse has
been suggested as a convenient
meeting place, the administration
has objected to this request for
the following reasons: the con-
course is a prime traffic area,
and should be reserved for ex-
hibits only; there may be prob-
lems concerning the Club's re-
sponsibility for cleaning up after
its meetings; as well, by next
year, there will be four-way traf-
fic passing through the concourse
after completion of the new cam-
pus centre.
The Pig Pen has suggested the
Torque Room as an alternative
to the concourse. The seating fa-
cilities are provided, and the at-
mosphere is very suitable for a
coffee club. As well, there would
be little difficulty in setting up
musical equipment, and the room
could be cleaned quickly.
However, the administration
feels that the open food counter
in the Torque Room presents
problems. The Pig Pen executive
wishes to meet this objection by
assuming full responsibility for
its meetings, with the assistance
of a clean up committee. In addi.
tion, the entrances to the food
counter can be closed off to pre-
vent unwarranted entry.
The executive hopes that by
approaching the administration
with these solutions, the prob-
lems may be cleared up, and a
satisfactory agreement reached.
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MOTEL
Petersburg
"Home of the Pitcher''
Licensed Under the
Liquor Licence Act
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103King St N., Waterloo
Mixed Billiards and
10 Pirn Bowling
'SPECIAL STUDENT RATES"
BRUNSWICK TWIN
CITY BOWL
Lower Mall, Waterloo Square
Phone 576-9950
OPEN 9 a.m. - MIDNIGHT
Nightly Entertainment
TOMMY JAY and THE JADES
Dining — Draught Beer
Bridgeport Phone 744-6368
ffcN HOft INN
FAMOUS FOR CHINESE FOOD AND AMERICAN CUISINE
Licensed Under LCBO Recently Renovated
TAKE OUT ORDERS AND RESERVATIONS
Phone: 742-4488 — 742-4489
Corner Weber and Bridgeport Road
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A professional career with
Mcdonald, cdrrie a co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Our representatives will be pleased to discuss your plans for •
career in Chartered Accountancy during their annual recruiting
visit at Waterloo Lutheran.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1969
FRfDAY, NOVEMBER 21, H9&9
There will be openings in the various offices of
our Firm in the Province of Ontario and through-
out the other Canadian provinces for 1970 gradu-
ates in Commerce, Science and Arts.
Please contact the Student Placement Office to
arrange a convenient time for a personal interview
on campus or to obtain a copy of our recruiting
brochure.
If the dates of our visit do not suit your time
schedule, you are invited to call Mr. D. A. Bueh-
low, in our Kitchener office, at 578-7110.
StudentLiberals makesocialchangestatement
Last weekend in Windsor the
Ontario Student Liberals took
what they believe is "the first
positive stand taken by any stu-
dent political organization," The
statement is as follows:
We believe that the Liberal
Party has failed to involve and
respond to the needs of the poli-
tically disenfranchised in this
country. Nor has any other main-
stream party. This is in complete
opposition to the role that we
believe that the Liberal Party
should play in our society. With-
out a radical transformation of
the makeup of our party, without
a new definition of the role of
liberalism, without a new defini-
tion and committemnt to the
building of a humanistic society,
we believe that we can no longer
support the Liberal Party.
We commit ourselves to bring-
ing about a revolution in this
party—a revolution which we
hope will commit the Liberal
Party as the party of the socially
and economically repressed, and
politically disenfranchised. To ac-
complish this, we commit our-
selves to being a countervailing
force within the party.
This force can take form in
intellectual movements or direct
actions. In intellectual terms we
desire to create a critical aware-
ness within the party by forming
a constant opposition to perverted
Liberalism. We will turn to direct
action in those cases where we
find our critical intellectual op-
position has been ignored or
stifled. This direction will consist
of aligning ourselves with pro-
test movements of the disen-
franchised—tenants, poor, stu-
dents, native people, and other
minority groups. Our intention is
not to impose our values on these
groups but to form community
with them.
Tim Reid—(Chairman).
Frank Cole—Pres. OSL
Wayne Crossen—lst Vice P,
OSL
Dave Rutherford—Sec. OSL.
Fred Darke—Pres. U. Western
Ont.
Paul Moran—Pres. Erindale
College.
Alex Shepherd—Pres. Carleton.
Kathy Robinson—VP. Trent.
Wali Gollick—V.P. Windsor,
Helen Ridley—V.P. W.L.U.
Allen Brown—Sec. Brock.
Peter Huntley—L.P.O. Sec.
M. Olsen—U. of T.
Cathy Hogan—(Rapporteur)
Tom Bernes—Pres. CSL.
John Varlev—Eng Vice-P. CSL.
Anne Creighton—Pres. TG Hosp,
Duncan P. Read—Pres. Water-
loo.
Linda Geller—Pres. U. of T.
Jim Appleby (Toronto).
Gord Cale—V.P. Waterloo.
Anne Gunn—V.P. Windsor.
Joseph Roddy—W.L.U.
Penny Rossini—Director L.P.O.
Janet Luke—Youth Com. L.P.O.
This manifesto is a total com-
mitment to positive action on the
part of Ontario's Student Liberals.
Wayne Crossen. a WLU student
and past Vice-President of the
Ontario Student Liberals stated
that "to date political clubs on
campus have been little more than
social clubs and we feel this must
change. We realize that unless
we play a more active role in our
immediate environment we are no
longer worthy of being called Lib-
erals or Student Liberals."
By working with other student
and community groups, the Stu-
dent Liberals hope to bring about
a new critical awareness that they
feel is presently lacking in all
mainstream parties.
Helen Ridley. Vice-President, of
the WLU Student Liberal Club,
said, "although this seems like a
great challenge to the senior par-
ty, it is even more of a challenge
to the Ontario Student Liberals,
for it is on us that the onus for
this revolution lies."
UWO student council asks for
boycott of board elections
LONDON (CUP)—For the se-
cond time in a row, University
of Western Ontario students are
being asked to ignore mail ballots
for the upcoming election of a
non-student rector on the UWO
board of governors.
The UWO student council, after
Unsuccessfully urging a boycott
on nominations for the position,
opened by the resignation of se-
minarian Patrick Donahue, is now
conducting a campaign aimed at
protesting the seating of a non-
Student rector on the board.
The rector's job is to represent
the UWO students.
His non-student status was or-
dered by a last-minute amend-
ment to the UWO Act in lire On-
tario legislature in 1967. after a
bitter fight by Western students
for representation.
The amendment cancelled much
of the students' efforts by de-
manding that all candidates for
the rector's post be graduates of
the university, at least one year
removed from attendance.
In the last rector election, in
1967. the Western council was
foiled in a similar boycott cam-
paign when Donohue, run as a
gag candidate, was acclaimed for
the post.
This year four candidates are
running: a high school librarian,
a London lawyer, an unemployed
former editor of the student news-
paper. The Gazette, and a post-
doctoral geology researcher at
Western.
The date of this year's election
is not yet set.
"The whole election's a put-
on." said student council presi-
dent lan Brooks. "They're trying
to elect someone to represent
students who is not a student."
Closed board meetings and the
relevance of the body also figure
in the council's objections to the
election.
"There exists some question as
to whether a board of governors
has any reason for existence at
all," Brooks said.
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Former Cord Staff member Carolyn Caughey receives
her degree at Sunday's Fall Convocation. Honorary de-
grees were conferred on Pawl Emile Cardinal Leger.
Mrs, Roland Michener, and F. W. Minkler. Mr. Mink-
ler delivered the convocation address.
Moratorium II
Viet protest set for next Saturday
For over a month, the Water-
loo Lutheran Committee to End
the War in Vietnam (CEWV) has
been meeting once and twice a
week to plan Moratorium II on
November 13 and 14 and to or-
ganize for the International Day
of Protest on November 15.
While some of the speakers
are yet to be finalized, the ' sched-
ule of events' has Deen drawn
up for a Teaeh In on Thursday
and Friday of next week.
The CEWV approached the
Student's Administrative Council
and asked them to make a re-
quest to Dr. Peters to make
IEI available for the program.
Dr. Peters has been working
with the committee on cer-
tain parts of the agenda, with
good co-operation between the
President and the CEWV.
The first event is a debate on
the war in Vietnam for Thursday,
November 13, in room IEI at
10:00. Efforts are being made to
contact Mr. Robert Thompson to
participate, although if he is un-
available (due to a commitment
at the United Nations and the
Canadian delegation) someone
else will be scheduled. The other
participant is Chaplein Morris-
son, history professor here at
WLU.
Friday, November 14, is a large
and varied schedule, starting at
10:00 a.m. It includes:
1. Film—Last Reflections on a
war
2. Speaker on Vietnam
3. Guerrilla Theatre production
4. Panel discussion on The Uni-
versity as a Moral Agency—
featured is Walter Klassen of
the University of Waterloo—
the other participants will be
faculty and students of WLU
5. Folk Singers
6. Panel Discussion on Chemi-
cal and Biological Warfare—
featured is Jeno Scharer of
U. of W.
7. Re showing of the film—Last
Reflections on a War.
The Teach-In has been organ-
ised to include question and an-
swer, and discussion periods to
give Ihe students and all others
attending a maximum opportuni-
ty to participate.
On November 15, students from
both universities will be taking
part in Kitchener-Waterloo's com-
munity demonstration. All those
coming out will meet at Water-
loo Square at 9:30 a.m. The
march will begin at 10:00 a.m.
and proceed up King Street to
the Kitchener City Hall and the
Speaker's Corners. There will be
speakers representing organiza-
tions in the community and fea-
tured is Andre Beckerman, a
leading member of ihc CtJPE
union.
The community gr o up—the
Vietnam Mobilization Committee
—has been making contacts with
churches. Labour Council. NDP
and others in the community.
The demonstration will be unit-
ed under the joint slogan of
'End Canada's Complicity" and
'Bring the Troops Home Now!'
All students, faculty, admini-
stration and workers of this uni-
versity who want to help finalize
the arrangements for either the
student actions or the communi-
ty demonstration are inviled to
come to the Student Union
Lounge at 2:00 on Friday, No-
vember 7 (this afternoon).
St. Mary's students upset residence rules
HALIFAX (CUP) —Students in
residence at St. Mary's Univer-
sity defied their administration
Monday by voting to abolish resi-
dence curfews and regulations
prohibiting visits between male
and female dwellings.
Instead, the students intend to
substitute rules prohibiting pro-
perty damage and inconvenience
to other students, and determine
curfews and visiting hours on
their own.
The residence students approv-
ed the action by 499 to 14 after
petitions to the administration
failed to bring any response.
Female students particularly
objected to a midnight curfew on
their activities, but their com-
plaints didn't bother associate
dean of women Irene Hayes who
said she was instrumental in
creating the curfew and didn't in-
tend to change her position.
After making their decisions,
students held a symbolic "rule-
breaking", criss-crossing between
the sexually-segregated residen-
ces.
The St. Mary's administration
has not responded to the student
action, although administration
president Henry Labeile told the
local commercial press he "didn't
think boys and girls should be
able fo move from one building to
another without regulations."
"I don't think parents or even
most ot the students would be in
favor of it,"he said.
An administration committee
on student life urged Labeile to
follow the wishes of the students.
UniWat Admin vetoes student delegates
WATERLOO (CUP,—When the
University administration said it
wanted student delegates to at-
tend the annual conference of the
Association of Universities and
Colleges of Canada, it didn't mean
just any old student delegates.
But the administration didn't
make that clear to Waterloo stu-
dent federation president Tom
Patterson before three student re-
presentatives—all members of the
Waterloo Radical Student Move-
ment—were appointed to the ad
ministrative gathering, held in
Ottawa Monday through Thurs-
day.
And now, no students are go-
ing to the conference.
Administration president How
ard Fetch recently rejected the
three representatives named by
the Waterloo student council on
the grounds they were "unrepre-
sentative" of Ihe campus: all
three—Ron Golemba, Cyril Levitt
and Mavis Homes—are undergrad-
uates in arts programs at Water-
loo.
Patterson says Petch made no
mention of an administrative veto
over candidates, and added that
the three were chosen after posi-
tions were openly advertised in
the student newspaper.
The Waterloo student council
has since passed a motion barring
selection of student representa-
tives to any function when the
administration retains a veto over
appointments.
Ottawa students boycott classes
OTTAWA (CUP)—Approximate-
ly 500 students at Ihe University
of Ottawa turned out Thursday
(October 30) to add their voices
to dissent against Bill 63 the
Quebec government's bilingual
ism legislation.
The students were told by U
of O political science professor
Paul Andre Corneau the timing
and content of the language bill,
now in its second reading in the
Quebec national assembly, was
motivated mostly by political con-
siderations and a serious deficit
ii! the Union Nationale party's
election fund.
Many Quebequois. he said, find
it hard to understand why pre-
mier Jean-Jacques Bertrand in-
troduced the legislation while the
province's Gendron commission
on the status of the French lang-
uage in Quebec is still holding
hearings on the problem.
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Will SAC survive?
It looks as though the crisis in Students' Administra-
tive Council is finally over. Miss Marshall and the mem-
bers of council have shown an unusual (for them)
amount of good sense in resolving their differences and
trying- to work together again. The main stumbling
block in council's attempt to work together seems to
hinge on the question of whether or not they can trust
Miss Marshall. We certainly hope so for if they., can-
not then SAC is doomed to four months of bickering and
ridiculous fighting, and this will accomplish nothing.
We feel that there is a lesson to be learned from
this whole affair. This is that no one person can succeed
to push through council any ridiculous scheme in which
he or she is involved. We hope that Miss Marshall has
learned this lesson well.
Miss Marshall at Tuesday's informal meeting of SAC
members took the only avenue of escape that was open
to her and admitted that she has told the complete
truth to council about her involvement with Trans-Ca-
nada Student Services and Student Consumer Associa-
tion. We hate to think of the consequences had she not
done this. SAC and the student body in general were
divided over this issue and the final result would have
probably been the recall of the whole council includ-
ing Miss Marshall. Now, at least there is some am-
bience of unanimity.
We have only one warning for the members of Stu-
dents' Council. Watch Out! The same situation could
very easily arise in the future if council does not bother
or is too lazy to carefully consider all the implications
of any proposal put before it. Miss Marshal] has shown
her disregard for council before she may very well
show it again.
Quickie comment:
Tricky Dicky speaks out
That great American Richard Nixon on the day be-
fore he said he would under no circumstances be af-
fected by demonstrations on Vietnam moratorium day,
proclaimed national adult-young- communication week
with these words:
"The men who adopted . . . the declaration of in-
dependence were a varied group . . . even more signifi-
cant;
. .
.
was the difference in their ages: three were
under :$0 . . . the committee assigned to draft the de-
claration included one of the youngest—Thomas Jef-
ferson .
. .
Each man was judged not on how old he
was but on how strongly he was committed to liberty
. .
. the spirit of the signers ... is needed in our na-
tion more than ever before . . . Young and old, we are
all Americans, and if we are to remain free we must
talk to each other, listen to each other, young and
old alike ..."
(Thanks for this contradiction of the month go to
the < I UP House Organ, Bob Verdun, and J. F. Stone's
biweekly.)
forum
The CORD welcomes letters
from students, faculty and mem-
bers of the Administration, bid
please remember these things:
All letters must include your
name, address, faculty and year
or position. Anonymous letters
will not be accepted, but we will
print a pseudonym if you have
a good reason. The editors re-
serve the right to shorten lengthy
letters. Letters should be typed.
and submitted to the CORD of-
fice no later than Monday after-
noon.
Kaden cuts Cord
Deai' Editor:
The Cord is indeed a different
type of newspaper than any other
I have read. It is different in the
fact that it places editorials on
the front page where one nor-
mally finds the news (unbiased)
and its real news reporting in the
editorial column. At least that's
what happened last week. Per-
haps it was a printer's error?
Enough of this journalistic dip-
lomacy. The point is this; the
article entitled "Marshall walks
out of S.A.C. meeting" is very
poor journalism. I won't say it
it biased because the article is
unsigned and I can uphold my
faith in the Cord as a whole by
continuing to believe that some
over zealous "rookie reporter,"
who didn't know any better', blew
ihe job.
The article in its entirety is a
collection of quotes and facts out
of context, resembling in their
style the case against Miss Mai-
shall. Those who attended the
meeting, with the exception of the
Cord reporter, saw inept ness,
brilliant and infamous politics,
ridiculous nit picking, frustration,
intrigue, and above all, a sense
of the division in both S.A.C. and
the students at the meeting. The
Cord reporter, in missing all of
these, missed the "soul" of the
meeting and failed to capture the
significance of it all.
A student was quoted as sav-
ing "Why don't you cats impeach
her already?" What about the
other student who said: "What is
this, some kind of witch hunt?"
This is a serious issue; we can't
have "rookie reporters" blowing
it again.
Yours sincerely,
R. KADEN
This letter is most, interesting
in that recent events hare negat-
ed Mr. Kaden's arguments (see
page 1). Perhaps he should take
another look at the meeting in
guest ion through the eyes of
most of those who attended and
see what really happened. We
feel that this story was most
certainly fair and thus conformed
to the Canadian University Press
Code of Ethics to which 1 his
newspaper strives to adhere.
Keen the major daily newspapers
realize that a totally unbiased re-
port of an event is impossible
as the reporters' biases are bound
to show through,. We also have
doubts about Mr. Kaden's qual-ifi-
xations as a critic of journalism.
Being able to read is not ituahfi-
eation enough for criticising an-
other's efforts in writing.
In conclusion, if Mr. Kaden
iecls so strongly about the fina-
lity of the articles in this news-
paper, vie suggest he volunteer to
write for the Cord. We can al-
ways use "rookie reporters".
Ed.
Good support
On behalf of ihe Lettermen's
Club. I would like to thank the
many Golden Hawk supporters
who braved the weather in order
Jo be present at the Windsor
game last weekend. As a group
your enthusiasm never faultered.
This backing certainly boosted
team morale. Despite a loosing
effort it is reassuring to know
that an active interest in the
game was taken by so many.
I hope this athletic participation
will continue to flourish during
the upcoming Hockey and Basket-
ball games. As BOTH teams
strive for winning seasons, they
will be counting on your help. I
know you will back up Lutheran's
athletic tradition by giving it to
them.
ROGER PASSMORE,
President of Letterman's Club
Review sour
Dear Editor:
In reply to your article about
the Sugar Shoppe—"How Sweet It
Wasn't"—l feel the title should
be applied to that article art*! not
the group. The Sugar Shoppe, I
felt, put on an excellent show.
The variety of their repetoir, the
way they presented it. their stage
presence and enthusiasm, and the
way they affected the audience
was fantastic. The unknown au-
thor of that atrocious article
should go back to his kindergar-
ten rhythm band.
DAVE KING,
Arts lIL
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lj ley, Bill Harmon, Betsy Porter, Shane Belknap,
§1 Gwen Spears, Cal Brown, Bob Chesterinan, If
Murray Howard, Wayne Patzalek, Mike Skel-
ton, Carman Roberts, ""Ban-the-Bra" Wilson,
and our Rookie Reporter.
Kelly answers Andrews
Dear Sir,
As I was asked to explain my
position on "shiny nameplates" I
have dragged myself up out of
tny so-called "sea of apathy" to
rear a few heads
If Mr. Andrews may or may
not recall, the issue was not shiny
nameplates as he prefers to call
it, but rather one small semi-
private hospital room in which
Sick council members and their
even sicker committees (as he
Would have us believe) may con-
valesce together. This issue was
given to the care of Miss Oliver
to settle out of council three
weeks ago. However, little did we
know that the issue had been
Settled months beforehand with-
out consultation of all of the per-
sons concerned by the powers
that be. I.e. another failure to
communicate. Needless to say. the
directive given to SUBOG was
too 'post facto' for any action or
PR OCR AST-IN-ACTION to be
taken. And because I so glaringly
dared to ask for a chair or two
for ALL the Council reps to oe
able to share when visiting the
sick-room (Workhouse, Poor-
house, Slaughter-House, or what-
ever you would have me call it).
I see that I have contributed or
fostered? a evom ot evah licnuoc
dellacer. I say—go ahead! You
elected us. If you don't think
we're doing the job, then get
someone who will. But, don't as
Mr. Andrews had suggested, ig-
nore your council and drown the
entire school in the "quagmire".
MARY JO KELLY.
Dishonourable Mention.
Kulture korner
by Don Baxter
I have noticed that our wonder-
ful TA has never really been con-
sidered a source of pride by the
Campus. In being constructed to
accommodate everything from
theatre to athletics, it has hardly
proved suitable for anything. Take
music for example. I would like to
Objectively describe the acoustics
but I can't think of the polite
word for rank; —. The best loca-
tion for hearing anything from
the stage is the second landing of
the gallery stairwell and the vis-
ual hang-ups there need no com-
ment.
However, last Monday a new
set-up was proposed for the first
formal concert of Carrol Anne
Curry, WLU's Affiliate Artist.
Miss Curry and ensemble per-
formed in front of the east wall
of the TA facing the packed gal-
lery and audience circled around
her. Seated in the gallery I found
her voice projected very clearly
though some people complained
that the ensemble dominated at
times.
At any rate, it was an enjoyable
evening. Miss Curry's personality
and comments between numbers
made it the most informal formal
Concert in years. The first half
of the programme featuring
Bach's Wedding Cantata employed
an eight-piece ensemble which,
while performing suitably, seem-
ed ill-prepared. Even though pian-
ist Stuart Hamilton was a last
minute substitute for Professor
Kemp, the problem didn't rest
solely with him. Miss Curry, how-
ever. came through well Her
voice is very clear, lyric, and
secure from top to bottom of her
register. It is also a flexible in-
strument executing Bach's agile
passages with no effort.
The second half of the pro-
gramme featured songs of Bar-
ber, Debussy, and Raval. Of the
Barber selections, I found "Rata
Has Fallen" the most impressive.
With her smooth legato style, per-
fect pronounciation, and drama-
tic insight, Miss Curry's voice was
well suited to these art songs.
Stuart Hamilton who was intend-
ed to accompany her only in this
half of the concert, displayed a
sensitivity equal to the demands
of the songs and singer. The
colourful Rava! "folk" songs
closed the concert.
COMING EVENTS
The Cultural Affairs Commit-
tee in cooperation with an open
session of Music 31 is presenting
An Evening with Louis Appel-
baum; music and films While
Mr. Applebaum is not well known
to the general public he is one
of Canada's most important com-
posers. Working with radio and
National Film Board, his back-
ground music has won several
awards, much of the background
and incidental music on CBL is
the Jesuit of his work.
The lecture concerns the way
music is being used in Films and
should be of immediate interest
to any students in arts as well
as the general student body—
7:00 in IEI.
Preview of Lighthouse
by Shane Belknap
Lighthouse—it sounds like the
name for a hydro-electric corpor-
ation. But in actual fact this name
refers to a thirteen piece rock
band that is the biggest of all
bands in Canada
Skip Prokop is the originator of
the band and was the former
leader and drummer of the Paup-
ers and played a part in the super
session of A 1 Kooper and Mike
Bloomfield. Most of the other
twelve who make up the band
originated also from Canadian
groups such as the Stitch in Tyme
or the Toronto Symphony Orches-
tra. Also it is interesting to note
the classical background of the
people in the Lighthouse, many
or most in the group have receiv-
ed some musical degree from a
University.
On November Bth at 8:00 p.m.
here at WLU the Lighthouse along
with the Manchild will be appear-
ing in the Theatre Auditorium,
At the concert it will be inter-
esting to note if the classical,
rock jazz and country streams of
music which they claim to possess
will effectively be put across to
the audience.
From their past achievements
the concert should be a success.
Last May the Lighthouse appear-
ed at Carnegie Hall. They have
been signed to record a musical
score for a movie and the played
for seven hours at a concert >'tt
Toronto.
The Manchild, a group appear-
ing with the Lighthouse, is totally
Canadian. They won the amateur
standing as best band in Canada
last year. The group was original-
ly developed from the Five Shy, a
popular group in 1967.
Over the last couple of years
Canadian groups have gained
American and International re-
cognition, The variety of talent
stemming from the Lighthouse
and the experiment with the dif-
ferent streams of music cast a
refreshing and unusual environ-
ment at the concert next Satur-
day.
Antidote
by Laurel Stuart
This week. President Nixon
made a 'policy speech' concern-
ing the American participation
in Vietnam. 'Secret plans,' and
'secret letters' made it all sound
very official and made things
seem like they are really doing
something
But if one is honest about this
matter, it can be seen that the
'withdrawal of troops' is noth-
ing more than a fraud. It is a
strategy to cut across the popu-
lar opposition to the war.
James Rest on wrote in the
New York Times, on September
2J: "President Nixon is now ap-
plying to the anti-war students
the same tactics he tried on the
Vietcong, and with the same
results. He is making limited con-
cessions and he is being asked
for unconditional surrender."
A Pentagon official told an-
other member of the New York
Times' staff. William Beeeher.
"We're simply buying time on
the installment plan "
The 'time' Beeeher points out,
"is continued patience with the
war on the homefront and par-
ticularly on the campus and in
Congress. The 'installment' plan
refers to a whole series of care-
fully sequenced announcements
on troop withdrawals from Viet-
nam, on military spending de-
creases. on draft reform and re-
duction in draft calls all geared
in part at least to establish a
mood of confidence that the ad-
ministration is moving slowly,
seriously, and eonspiculouslv in
the right direction."
The following have also ap-
peared in the New York Times,
in relation to the token troop
withdrawals.
"The president wants to re
duce the cost of the war, cut
the casualties and the draft and
reduce the opposition so that he
can gain more time to fight and
negotiate." (Reston, Sep!. 21>
"Especially over the last 18
months both administrations
have tried desperately to prove
to the enemy that they can pre-
serve enough public support for
the war at home to hold out in
battle and in the bargaining for
an 'honorable settlement.'
(Frankel. Sept. 20)
"The White House has made
no secret that it is hopeful the
new Vietnam withdrawals togeth-
er with draft reductions may for
another few months at least pla-
cate critics on the campus, in
Congress and elsewhere ..."
(Beeeher. Sept. 18)
Because of the lack of desire
to have American troops in Viet-
nam' because of the tokenist and
dishonest approach by the Nixon
administration to bring the
troops home: because these slight
troop reductions have done no-
thing more than wet the public
desire for total withdrawal: and
because the magnitude of the in-
terference by the United States
in the struggle for sclfdeter
mination by the Vietnamese—
because of all these reasons, the
antiwar movement across the
world will be raising the slogan
of 'WITHDRAW ATX. U.S.
TItOOPS NOW!'
Nixon will not succeed in woo-
ing the people off the streets.
The anti-war movement is going
to guarantee that Nixon fails.
AND, here in Kitchener Water-
loo. and cities all across Cana-
da on the International Day of
Protest. NOVEMBER 15. the Ca-
nadian people will be making
a second demand to their own
government, 'END CANADA'S
COMPLICITY NOW:'
No amount of wishy-washy
statements from any Canadian
government official is going to
repudiate the fact that our coun-
try has been involved in and
supports the war in Vietnam. Ca-
nada's participation on the In-
ternational Control Commission
has been abominable. In most
cases she has failed to report
violations of the Geneva Accords
or if a report is filed, the Unit-
ed States is whitewashed. C'ana.
da has troops training in many
areas around the world in coun-
ter-insurgency and guerrilla war-
fare. including Jamaica, Petawa-
wa. Chiliwaek, B.C. Our govern-
ment is allowing the sale of war
materials with the knowledge
that this is being used directly
in the Vietnamese war. Here in
Kitchener-Waterloo, two of these
companies are Ratheon and Mars-
land.
Because Canadians do not want
to watch our government partici-
pate any longer in this atrocious
war. they will be marching also
to demand an end to Canadian
involvement in the war in Viet-
nam.
Ilere, at Waterloo Lutheran
University, on November 13th
and 14th, there will be a Mora-
torium II Teach-In. Then, on the
15th, we will be participating in
the International Day of Pro-
ten! A rally and march will be
held in Kitchener-Waterloo. This
demonstration will start assem-
bling at Waterloo Square, at 9:30
a.nr and begin the march at 10:00
a.m. We will be marching up
King Street to the Kitchener
City Hall, where there will be
speakers.
Students of W.L.U.—hear the
facts—come to Moratorium II—•
help organize the Teach-In—then
participate with the community
in the November 15th action
END CANADA'S COMPLICITY
BRING ALL THE TROOPS
BACK NOW
Report on business
by Al Wilson
The Faculty Council of the
School of Business and Economics
recently requested that the Wat-
erloo Lutheran Faculty Council
recommend to the Senate the
establishment of the School as a
Faculty of the University. The
recommendation was approved
and accepted by the Senate and
Board of Governors on October
29, 1969.
It is not expected that this will
generate any great change in the
operation of the School because
it is just a change of legal classi-
fication. The functional independ-
ence of the School began to
evolve as far back as 1960 when
Economics and Business Admin-
istration began to increase the
size of their programs. The neces-
sity for separate faculty has since
been appreciated.
The Business program which
exists today is a result of this
realization.
TAMIAE NEWS
Tamiae club is organizing a
trip to Montreal November 20 to
November 23, The itinerary in-
cludes the following:
Thursday. November 20
3:00 p.m.—Depart from Water-
loo Lutheran T.A.
10:00 a.m.—Arrive in Montreal af
Laurentian Hotel.
Friday. November 21
8:00 a.m.—Breakfast in hotel.
9:00 a.m. —Seminar at Bell Tele-
phone.
12:00 noon—Dinner at Bell Din-
ing Room
1:00 p.m. —View the Panorama
of Telephone.
2:30 p.m.—Proceed to Molson
Breweries for tour and
seminar.
6:00 p.m.—Return to hotel.
8:30 p.m.—Visit the Dow Plane-
tarium,
10:00 p.m.—Return to the hotel
for night.
Saturday. November 22
3:00 p.m.—Breakfast in hotel.
9:00 a.m.—Depart for Beauhar-
nois.
9:40 a.m.—Arrival at Beau bar-
no is.
11:45 a.m.—Depart from Beau-
harnois.
12:30 p.m.—Arrive at Montreal.
1:00 p.m.—Depart for Helene-De-
champlain Pavilion.
1:30 p.m.—Wine of honour pro-
vided by the City of Mon-
treal
2:00 p.m.—Roast beef dinner
with guest speaker Monsieur
Real Caouette, the leader of
the Creditiste party of
Quebec.
4.00 p.m.—Depart from St. He-
lene's Tsland.
4:30 p.m.—Arrive back a! Lau-
rentian Hotel.
After arriving back at the
Hotel the planned part of the
Symposium is over.
Sunday, November 23
12:00 noon—Depart for Waterloo.
8:00 p.m.—Arrive back at Water-
loo Lutheran University,
Tamiae is pleased to announce
that the invitation to go on this
trip is extended to all students
of W.L.U.—male or female. The
price of $50.00 includes transport-
ation, hotel, plus breakfast and
dinner. Thittv-three
have already been received.
There is room for five more stu-
dents. Don't be disappointed—
act now.
On November 7, 1969, Tamiae
Society are holding their Annual
Car Rally followed by a dinner
and dance Briefing begins at
6.00 p.m. at Women's Residence
oti W.L.U. campus. Dress is cas-
ual; couples only; two couples per
car. Price—$1.75 per couple. The
rally will be completed at Bridge-
port Rod and Gun Club. Car or
no car—if you want to join the
fur, be at Women's Residence
between 5:30 and 6:00 p.m. Fri-
day. November 7. For further
information call John C. Dunn,
573-7621.
TAMIAE HOCKEY REPORT
by Af Chatterson
October 19 and 26, and Novem-
ber 2 were fatal days in the lives
of the Four Year Business. Econ-
omics and Third Year Business
hockey teams? respectively!
The superior intellect and ex-
cellent playing ability of Second
Year Business Hockey team, bet-
ter known as Wetterburn's Bul-
lets, led to the annihilation of this
so-called opposition by scores of
4-2. 4-1. and 3-1 Playing coach,
manager, etc. Alan C'hatterson
attributes the continuous success
of this phenomenal, superior
squad to outstanding goal tending,
excellent offensive forwards, ex-
cellent offense defense, and excel-
lent defense.
John Dunn and his Dastardly
Demons will certainly experience
the same agony of defeat this
Sunday at Waterloo Memorial
Arena. 11: p.m The junior game
features Business TH vs. Econ-
omics at 1: p.m. Be there!'
Tamiae President, John Dunn
reported the latest official hockey
league standings are as follows:
first place, 2nd year Business;
second place. Economics; third
place. 3rd year Business; fourth
place. 4th year Business.
Have you got any news or ideas
we should know about for the
column? Call A! Wilson. 578-8966.
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Trudeau's
federalism
intheCYC
by Skip Hamlin
as told by Ron Thompson
Canadian University Press
(Skip Hamlin lias teen a volunteer
working with the Company of Young
Canadians in community organizing in
the CYC's only project in the Maritimes.
He is now an elected member of the
governing council of the company. The
story comes out of a discussion between
him and Thompson, after the meeting
of the council in Ottawa at the height
of the crisis begun by the administra-
tion of the city of Montreal, calling for
an investigation of the company's activi-
ties in Quebec.
The story he tells sheds much light
on the relationship between the intern-
al problems of the company and the
relationship of the activities of the fed-
eral government towards the company
in Quebec and the rest of the country.)
The Company of Young Canadians
is in the prime minister's pocket and
that's where it's likely to stay.
The public, and that includes the
left in this country, have been com-
pletely misinformed about what hap-
pened, and is happening, in Montreal.
The permanent council of the CYC and
the federal government have complete-
ly white-washed the situation there.
This may seem strange given the fact
that there are separatists in the com-
pany and the PM is a federalist—it
might seem it would be better for him
to use this opportunity to get rid of it.
What is necessary is to understand
how the company fits into Trudeau's
particular philosophy of federalism.
A federal presence in Quebec is more
important than anything else, espec-
ially in areas not constitutionally fed-
eral, such as health, welfare and hous-
ing—areas in which CYC volunteers,
doing community organizing can 'legi-
timately' work.
Secondly, the PM seems dedicated
to as near a 50-50 split as he can
achieve between French and English
Canada. The company is the first to
come close to that
Nearly fifty per cent of the com-
pany's work is in Quebec. What we've
seeji in the last year is an increase in
funds, an increase in personnel, an in-
crease in freedom to do what they
want in the province.
That includes radicals in Quebec—
separatists. Radicals in English Canada
are uptight because it drains resources
from what was going on in the rest of
the country.
An important corrollary to what's
happening with the CYC in Quebec—
radicals in white English Canada are
leaving the company. They're leaving
for two reasons: one, resources are be-
ing taken from them; two, they are
being harrassed by officials in the com-
pany.
In the process, what this accomplishes
is a split between radicals in Quebec
and in English Canada.
The only volunteers staying on in
English Canada are "social-worker"
types—on projects that are not radical,
but as liberal as anyone could imagine.
An example of the kind of harrass-
ment that's bringing this about would
be the case of Jim Littleton, who has
been continuously on the staff of the
CYC longer than anyone else, and who
has probably been more closely identi-
fied with the left in English Canada
than anyone else in the company, and
(this is important) who has personally
been actively involved in opposition to
Claude Vidal.
Vidal is the executive director of
CYC, and has been for the last year.
Allen Clark, who had been director,
threatened 1o resign a number of times
during his term over government inter-
vention in the company, like the in-
vestigation into David Dapoe because
of his involvement in anti-Vietnam
work.
Rival left and right wing groups had
grown in the company in Quebec. The
right threatened at that time to public-
ly reveal during the election campaign
there were separatists in the CYC in
Quebec unless the government got rid
of Martin Beliveau, a separatist, and
then Quebec head of the CYC.
When Gerard Pelletier told Clark to
fire Beliveau, Clark finally did resign
and Beliveau along with him.
Stewart Coodings was acting director
for six months while they looked for a
new director. When it became clear
that Vidal was the government choice,
people looked into his background.
They discovered Vidal was the last
person we wanted in the company—a
professiona 1 b ur e a u cra t-a dm in istra tor—
formerly principal of L'Ecole ties Beaux-
Arts in Montreal, where a two-year
strike by students won nothing from
him. The teachers union was down on
him too; he just wasn't the man for
the company.
So Littleton organized a protest
against his appointment from within
the CYC. Volunteers sent letters and
telegrams asking that Coodings be ap-
pointed permanent director. And even
after Vidal was appointed Jim made
an attempt to talk Pelletier out of ft
It was over Vidal's appointment that
volunteers in the company came to Ot-
tawa from all over to protest the ap-
pointment and demand, two years af-
ter the company had been formed, that
the permanent council be elected by
the volunteers and the appointed pro*
visional council be removed.
That was last December. It wasn't
until July that the 10 elected mem-
bers of council were chosen by the vof.
unteers; even then, the government de-
layed appointing their 5 members to
the council until October.
In the meantime, Vidal had gone
about his cleanup, He did it bureau-
cratically, always claiming that he
wasn't making the decision, but wag
acting on directions from the 'interim?,
provisional council.
To a degree that was true. Since the
company was admittedly pretty loos©
when Vidal came in and he had to
set his own ground rules, the council
had been willing to let him do whas
he wanted. They were tired of the job,
and many of them had already retired,
He got rid of the oldest and most
radical project in the company, th«
white project in North West Ontario;
effectively strangled the project in
Cape Breton and virtually eliminated
Littleton.
For Littleton, he invented a 'secret
meeting' of the personnel committee
of the 'interim' provisional council*
which he said had decided to abolish
Jim's program department—responsible
for planning projects all over the com-
pany.
When Jim went to the press with'
the story in July, he was suspended
without even severance pay.
That decision was later reversed biy
the permanent council at the beginning
of October, but Vidal decided the coun-
cil was 'unconstitutional' and refused
to allow Jim into the office or use the
company phone.
Challenged by the council, he refused
to obey—and they backed down, say-
ing Jim was reinstated but on "an en-
forced leave of absence": forbidden
to work or speak to the press.
The act which formed the company
says the council shall govern the com-
pany through the executive director, but
through their actions the council effec-
tively admitted the relevance of Vidal'g
position.
Vidal defied the council and won—
the council effectively denied their own
power to govern.
What happened with the project in
Northwest Ontario is a whole story in
itself. Similarly with Cape Breton pro-
ject. But maybe they can be quickly
described.
In Northwestern Ontario, the com-
pany had first worked among the In-
dians. The plan from the start had been
that eventually there would be Indians
who could take over the work in that
area and the white would move into
different work, splitting the project into
two.
This was accomplished by the time
Vidal came into office. The Indians
were working in community organizing,
putting out an Indian language news-
paper, and working with a mobile ra-
dio station that broadcast from differ-
ent communities.
The whites moved into other work
they had already begun; organizing
around the American plans to divert
the arctic watershed into the Great
Lakes to supply American cities, and
the planned Mid-Canada Corridor.
One of the volunteers on the project
had submitted a plan and budget which
Vidal told him were only a formality
to go to the provisional council. But
three days before the council was to
meet, Vidal wrote a letter to him, say-
ing he had no confidence in his admini-
strative ability and couldn't endorse the
plan.
Although the plans had been made
and given tacit approval, and arrange-
ents made to hire people, the decision
the council was that the Northwest
ntario project would be only the In-
an project. Anything the whites got
ould be leftovers from the Indian
•oject.
That caused real splits and tensions
■tween the two projects. The whites
ere uptight about being a drain on
e Indian project, and, to the extent
idal had engineered it that way, it
as true.
By the time the elected councillors
id the interim executive council met
id declared a moratorium on the pro-
ct, most of them had already decided
leave on the basis of a letter from
idal accepting their threatened resig-
itions.
In all the delay, with nothing being
me, he was able to take things into
s own hands. Vidal's final touch was
send only half-pay to everyone, even
e Indian project, after the moratori-
n had been decided on.
Similar kinds of bureaucratic hassling
t Vidal, or his aides in Ottawa, have
rtually incapacitated the Cape Breton
•oject. Again, too long a story, it can
ily be sketched.
Delays were frequent in everything
om regular paychecks to action on
iproving transportation requests.
There were constant attempts to drive
wedge between staff and volunteers
l the project, by refusing to honor
irchases approved by the staff per-
n who had signing power, or taking
oney off the pay of the volunteer
volved.
People were paid as little as $20 or
>0 a month, and the blame was laid
1 the staff person. Threatened court
:tion against the company stopped that
•actise, but pay was still frequently
/o or three weeks late.
Vidal and his aids constantly used
ery bureaucratic obstacle they could
nd.
One volunteer hired by the project
id his pay cut off when, after he had
orked some time on the project, it
as discovered letters of recommenda-
jn were not in.
Phone calls made from Ottawa to
iople in the community where the vol-
iteer had lived all his life, checking
o on him, created mistrust in the corn-
unity over the work he M as now doing.
All this was necessary from Vidal's
n'nt of view—here again was a project
! the kind it was 'dangerous' to have
le company involved in—radical work
nong the white working class.
The Cape Breton project was on the
irface no different from other pro-
ds in community organizing. Their
est victory was a sewer for the town
Sydney Mines, after 20 years of raw
wage.
The difference was that the strug-
e for that sewer had been used as a
ay of showing people in the commun-
y that they could organize and get
hat they wanted. The extension of it
as a project that was beginning to
ake links between the community and
le radical local of the United Mine
Workers.
This was over so benign a project
? clearing a piece of wasteland owned
y the mine-owners, now the federal
overnment. But there are clear dangers
) the status quo in the maritimes when
'ork is done making links between a
ommunity and a union local, nick-nam-
d the 'red local' because it had elected
ommunists to the executive.
There are also dangers when a ten-
nts' association attempts to organize,
ot just on a local level, but for the
diole of Cape Breton. That's an explo-
ive potential in an area where the
mount of slum-landlordism, the age of
he houses are so high.
The economic deprivation, the total
everity of the economic reality mean
ommunity organizing in that area,
''hich has a long history of militant
/orking class struggle, verges on basic
conomic revolution.
The same kind of harrassment that
hit the Northwest Ontario and Cape
Breton projects has not been the case
in the more liberal projects in white
English Canada.
Paychecks coming- once three days
late to the Calgary project was a sur-
prise that caused real irateness among
the volunteers there. But the tenants'
association there is not as radical; the
lateness was just a mistake.
There has been no harrassment of
the free school project in Vancouver,
nor in the B.C. post-release center,
which does rehabilitation for Indians
coming out of prison. This doesn't mean
such work shouldn't be done only it isn't
really working for social change, and
the CYC shouldn't be doing it.
In Ontario there is a project working
on growing food without soil . . . pre-
sumably it's for social change: 'if you
can grow food in the bathtub, you be-
come independent of the society.'
Or there is the project in the Okan-
ogan where an artist was demonstrating
how to work 'for social change through
painting.'
In short, the projects in English Ca-
nada among whites that do nothing, or
are into something 'wingy,' get support
—those that are into anything radical
are quashed.
Yet radicals, and that means separa-
tists, in Quebec projects are not hassled
—that's partly because we flagellate
ourselves with liberal self-guilt over
"Canada's special problem"-—nor are
those with Indian workers, for the same
reason.
Everything in Quebec has done no
harm to the federal government.
The whole uproar is not unfunction-
al to the company because it's function-
al to the PM. He's got a lot of free ad-
vertising in Quebec for his tolerance
of separatism: short of individual crim-
inal activity.
But it goes bevond just publicity for
Trudeau's tolerance. Another very plau-
sible, and much more insidious, theory
comes into play in understanding the
position of the federal government on
Quebec.
That is, the company in being used
there for the same reasons the Peace
Corps is used by the American govern-
ment: as an instrument of counter-in-
surgency.
The tolerance of separatism has act-
ed as a carrot to radical activists. Once
in the company, they are not just gov-
ernment employees doing radical work
(they'd be doing that anyway) but they
are that crucial federal presence.
And not just a presence, for the fed-
eral government has in them, people
who are in on what's happening on the
left in Quebec, a good idea of the whole
situation in the province.
They are a vital pipeline for the fed-
eral government into the heart of pos-
sible 'subversion' in the province—not
that they would act as spies, but it only
takes one person who can get around
to all the projects in the province who
can gain their confidence, to syphon
off valuable intelligence.
The uproar has added to the credi-
bility of the company to the activists,
who find themselves under too much
heat to mistrust the value or radical-
ness of their work.
Yet they fee] tied to supporting (he
federal control of the company th;>t is
protecting at least some of them. That's
why even the Quebec councillors on the
permanent council showed the comp-
any is directly controlled by the cab-
inet, the PM and Pelletier particularly
—by abdicating their right to govern
to Pelletier's man, Claude Vidal.
There was a mix-up over radio-con-
trolled translating devices during the
in-camera meeting when council dis-
cussed Quebec—it's pretty well certain
that some newsmen listened in, or could
have.
Put there is a scapegoat here, who
because he left the meeting before the
session on Quebec and was not careful
of his translator, will be blamed if ar-
rests are made in Quebec: Vidal's ene-
my, Jim Littleton.
That may make little difference now.
Pelletier has said there is going to be
a parliamentary investigation. The re-
sult may be just what the permanent
council described in their latest press
release: the courts will decide whether
"any individual volunteers have, un-
known to the council, committed illegal
acts."
Individuals are expendbale, so long
as the basic trust of the federal gov-
ernment's philosophy on the use of the
CYC is not threatened.
And once those 'individuals' have
been weeded out, and maybe a federal
trusteeship imposed on the company,
things will again return to what they
were.
Radicals left in the company in Eng-
lish Canada will be harrassed into fur-
ther resignations, Littleton will be elim-
inated for opposing Vidal and there will
still be separatists in Quebec emploved
by the CYC.
The administration of the city of Mon-
treal was right when it said there is
more than one separatist in the com-
pany. The CYC's information director
admitted that more than a month be-
fore the present crisis began.
There are also more than will be un-
covered by any 'parliamentary' investi-
gation.
"The Company of Young
Canadians is in the
Prime Minister's pocket
and that's where it's
likely to stay"
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Off the cuff
by Ludwig von Ichabod
What people do, and what
people say arc. in many instances,
incongruous. Were they come-
dians your critical columnist
would undoubtedly laugh Unfor-
tunately. everyone is serious
about his actions and his words.
The immediate "pat" word to de-
scribe this inconsistency is hypo-
crisy—ha. but thai word has
been overworked, it has become
a neat cliche. No, I speak not of
hypocrisy; I speak of people be-
ing human. Most of the time,
people do things one way, and
say things in another; they can-
not see the inconsistency within
themselves. It requires an outside
observer, such as yours truly, to
point out these human character-
istics so common that people miss
thorn completely, or take them
for granted.
People should become more
aware of the situation surround-
ing them, and more aware of
themselves. However, people will
not do this: they want everything
to be pointed out to them, and
then scream either "I knew that
al! along," or "you didn't have
to show me: I could've found out
al! bv my little old self," or "so
what0 " Which one are you 9
Here are a few examples of
human incongruity that are prac-
tised on this campus.
Your fifth columnist has always
believed that girls wearing dang-
erously high-high miniskirts, in-
toxicating perfumes, and sharp-
eye-smarting make-up want to be
noticed and acutely observed by
the opposite sex. Why else would
girls wear such apparel and war-
paint? To make other girls jeal-
ous'* Perhaps—however, the main
point is to attract the gullible
males, no? Ha. here is the rub.
Ostentiously, vou girls resent the
maleness of men. You consider
us girl-watchers as "leering." "de-
praved voyeurs," "sex fiends,"
etc etc. (These are direct quotes
from sources'*. Why not. girls, be
flattered.' And show it! This para-
doxic emotionalism is no more
than a put on. and you girls know
how much you hate put ons!
In the same vein, your fascist
columnist has learned that many
guys sound-off quite boisterously
against girls wearing (too much)
make-up. You know the type—so
much perfume that it pollutes
your lungs; too much make-up
that it makes you curious what
is behind that powdery mask.
"Why can't they be more natural,
and show their true selves? Un-
derneath. are they so insecure,
or so ugly?" Certainly, there is a
lot to be said here. One; have
you ever seen a girl without a
stitch of make-up on? (Oh. you
lucky devil, you!) Two: some girls
need it, supremely. Three: some
girls need lessons in putting on
make-up. One pet beef this bully
columnist has is make-up on a
girl's face that looks like plastic
surgery where the operation ceas-
ed at the jaw line. Oh, the con-
trast! Too much in one area, and
not enough elsewhere.
Moreover, with that much make-
up, one tends to wonder if you're
kissing the girl, or the make up
(A coo! remedy is to make cos-
metics taste better—like add su
gar). However, enough sidetrack-
ing. The incongruity is that the
male species tend lo look and run
after the "beautiful" girls (and
nowadays, its not personality
first, but what's up in front that
counts.) The appraisal from the
eyes is appearance. She could
have a snooty personality.
People are always trying to hide
their innermost feelings. One
feels insecure to expose oneself
to another person fearing that
that person may become indis
creet at some future day So
people do the opposite again
People say things one way, and
mean the very opposite. You need
no examples on this: reflect upon
yourself. You do it all the time.
Sure you do
People want to become individ-
ualists, even in clothing. People
pay good money to buy the type
of clothes that suit their person-
ality. or the image they wish to
project to others. People hardly
ever buy clothes just to wear,
nowadays with the current trend
of outrageously stylish apparels.
Too bad the manufacturers mass-
produce thousands upon thous-
ands copies—of which you have
only bought one. To be fashion-
able, you conform, and when vou
conform, you are losing that
small touch of individualism you
crave for.
Enough of examples; you can
see what this columnist means.
The incongruity of word, thought
and action The purpose of this
week's column is to make you
more aware. You can too observe
the ordinary eye, but with a com-
passionate one It is very funny
to discover you are incongruous
about everything, like everybody
else, every day.
Thought for the week' Would
that people could hear the sound
of a smile, than the noise of one
hand clapping.
Next week, your thrilling col-
umnist will take a well deserved
vacation, and write with his left
hand. My right hand is tired Best
wishes to Eric and Read on Sat-
urday.
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C_3 Globetrotters
VS.
New Jersey Reds
Thursday, Nov. 20
8 p.m.
Preliminary Action 7:30 p.m.
Press, Radio, TV
All Stars
VS.
Harlem Globetrotters
See these stars in action:
Ray Alviano — Big AS
Dan Fischer — Mike McMjii
Jim Craig — Gary McLaren
and many others
plus . . .
GINNY TIU
Headlines a Stellar
Half Time Show
RESERVED SEATS
Reds $2.73 plus 27c $3.00
Blues $2.27 plus 23c $2.50
Students $1.82 plus 13c $2,00
any seat
Child (w'adultj $1.36 plus 14c
$1.50
ON SALE: Millar Ticket
Agency, Art's (in Waterloo)
Both Universities, and
NOTICE
Students interested in External Affairs which includes
delving into prospects of joining or initiating a new union
of universities and maintaining an active liaison between
universities across Canada are invited to submit names to
the SAC' secretary for a position on the External Affairs
Advisory Board.
MEG VAN ALSTINE
Vice-President Externa?
I j
murium"
THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING
I 25 UNIVERSITY AYE. EAST
I one hour service
I no extra charge
UP FOR GRADS
The following companies will be present on campus during the
next few weeks. Prospective graduates who wish to have an aip-
| pointment with one or more of the company representatives are
requested to arrange an appointment through the Placement
Office, arid leave a copy of their resume sheet at the Placement
Office at least one clay prior to the interview date Placement
literature is available for students in 3016. Please check this
column eiaoh week for now listings.
DATE COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE
NOV. 10th—Commercial Life Assurance —
Dr. Leibrandt - Branch Mgr.
NOV. 12th — Hudson Bay — Bruce Wells
NOV. 12th — Sun Oil — Mr. Wolfe
NOV. 13th — Canadian Armed Forces — Captain Massart
NOV. 13th —Sun Oil — Mr. Wolfe
NOV. 14th—Facelle Co — Mr. D. C. Crosbie
NOV. 17th—Deloitte, Plervdietr, Raskins and Sells
Mr. Ronald McNeill
NOV. 18th—Riddell. Stead and Co —
Mr F. J. Routery — Mr. R. Cooper
NOV. 19th—Clarkson Gordon Co. —
Mr. K. Alles — Mr C Armstrong
NOV. 19th—Price Waterhouse and Co
NOV. 19th—Arthur Andersen — W T. Reynolds, C.A.
NOV. 20th—Thorite, Gunn. Helewell and Christenson
G. E. Godfrey
NOV. 20th—Touohe Ross and Co. — Mr. A. Dilworth
NOV. 20th — McDonald. Currie and Co.
Mr. D. A. Bueblow — Mr. J. B. Cole
NOV. 20th—Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co.
Mr. P. Pielsticker
NOV. 21st — McDonald Currie and Co
NOV. 24th — Ford Motor Co.
NOV. 25frfa — Ford Motor Co.
NOV. 26th — Mutual Life Assurance Co. — Mr. J. D. Reynolds
' NOV. 27th —Texaco Canada Ltd,
I NOV. 28th — The Upjohn Co. of Canada — Mr. Stuart Alexander
TIM HORTON DONUTS
OVER 50 VARIETIES
University and Weber, Waterloo
NEW LOCATION: OTTAWA ST. PLAZA, KITCHENER
Delicious Fresh Ground Coffee — Not Chocolate
„
HELP DAD SWING
With Pre-Christmas
GASPERiNO'S
GENTLEMEN'S BOUTIQUE
Lower Mall, Waterloo Square, 578-6540
GASPARE OFFERS A
SPECIAL SALE FOR EARLY
CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS
Customers Come Back . , •
You'il Come Back to
'Sa&p&him'A
"THE BOUTIQUE STORE FOR MEN"
Merry Christmas—Buon Natale
Frohe Weinachten—Meilieurs—Voeux
GIFT WRAPPING SERVICE
Ta help you. For a small fee you will be able to have
any parcel gift wrapped at Gatperino't. Buy It any-
where — have it wrapped here. Choice of gift wrap
or bring your own,
Loyola administration
compromises with fired prof.
■
MONTREAL (CUP)—After a
250-person sit-in the previous day,
the administration at Loyola Col-
lege Tuesday re-opened the case
of dismissed physics professor
S. A. Santhanam and offered him
a compromise deal to leave the
campus and incidentally end the
furor caused by his arbitrary dis-
missal last summer.
The question will come to
a vote Monday in a referendum
which will also decide the politi-
cal fate of student council presi-
dent Marcel Nouvet.
Nouvet told a turbulent mass
meeting Tuesday that the admin-
istration would offer Santhanam
$10,000 and the remainder of his
$15,000 National Research Coun-
cil grant if he would leave the
campus. Administration president
Patrick Malone previously an-
nounced he considered the San-
thanam case closed.
Santhanam was not re-hired by
the Loyola administration for the
1969-70 academic year—no reason
was given for his dismissal,
classes _from October 27 to 29 to
back up iheir demands for in-
creased student representation on
the senate and CAUT arbitration
in Santhanam's case.
The compromise proposal was
hammered out by Malone and a
student delegation Monday night,
after 250 students blocked the
corridors of ihe Loyola adminis-
tration building to demand the re-
opening of the case.
Santhanam was not consulted
in the negotiations; he will not
comment on the proposal until
he has consulted with CAUT.
At the meeting, Nouvet sug-
gested students adopt the pro-
posal, then later asked students
to reject it; announced his re-
signation, and then retracted if
to await the results of Monday's
referendum.
At the Tuesday meeting, he
urged students to support the ad-
ministration's offer.
"We will not achieve a clear-cut
victory using peaceful tactics," he
said, "and will not achieve our
ends using violent tactics either."
Amid cries that he had "sold
out" to the Loyola administra-
tion, Nouvet then announced he
would resign his post. Hours later,
Nouvet completely reversed his
position, urging students to vote
for continued pursuit of binding
arbitration in Santhanam's case.
He also said he would withhold
his resignation pending the re-
sults of Monday's referendum: if
students voted to support the ad-
ministration's offer, nomination
would be opened for the presi-
dent's post.
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FOR SHE — Tan only 25.00
FOR HE —Antique brown 45.00
,« , i# . ... . OPEN THURSDAY AND FRIDAY NITES196 Kmg St. West
KSTCHENER, ONTARIO C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards honored
Electric - Portable - Standard
TYPEWRITERS
Lease • Sales • Service
Rentals with
Ownership /sr\
Option. I A^-—-- \
special
S.C.M. - 1.8.M.
Newest Models Rented
_ Ontario
Office outfitters
Limited
Opposite Queen S. Parking Lot
Queen S. at Charles — 745-1171
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Spiel by Shane Belknap
The cold winter wind riveted the falling wet snow
to the forgotten scarecrow who was standing in the
barren wheat harvested field.
Alone on an imitation leather chair sat man.
Around the rotten straw sentinel the unfriendly snow
moulded an icy pedestal.
Beer cans, cigarette butts, stale ham sandwiches,
and out dated T.V. guides littered around man marking
the bordering regions of his kingdom chair.
Snow pelted at the charcoal eyes and zipper mouth,
the scarecrow obviously sat among the screams and
furor of the storm.
Monochromatic light sprayed forth from the electric
television box knocking man insensitively back into the
sheltered depths of his chair.
The heavy snow crested and glazed, isolating the
guardian's straw-mulched brain from the winter temp-
est.
Garbled words and fragmented images diffused into
man's soul from endless television programs, numbing
his intellect.
The frigid air penetrated throughout the mindless
body of the scarecrow rendering him inert.
Man sat alone sheathed in an aura of impassivity wat-
ching endless hours of organized action.
The constant battering of- the piercing arctic attacks
picked away at the straw filled burlap body and in
the end unwittingly destroyed the uncaring spiritless
scarecrow.
And then man cared—he cared whether Hoss Cart-
wright was going to be thrown into jail—-and then he
quickly forgot as he walked to the refrigerator during
the next television commercial.
Ask Asquith
Dear Asquith:
I am a transvestite (male) with a big problem. I like
to dress up in women's clothing", put on make-up, per-
fume—the whole bit. It's so exciting! The trouble is my
room mate. He won't let me have my fun. And it's driv-
ing me crazy. Please help me.
Deprived Transvestite
Dear Deprived:
Have yourself sterilized —by a reputable doctor. Then
go to the Dean of Women, tell her your problem and
ask if she'll let you move into Women's Residence, where
you'll be more at home, so to speak.
P.S. Good luck!
￿ * *
Dear Asquith:
I never to light I vouid have to writ to you. How-
evair, I have a most serious problem. I have the womans
trouble. There are absolutely too many—how you say,
broads—for me to hustle at the one time. Vat should
I do weeth them all?
Ovairwhelmed Don Juan
Dear Juan:
Send all the extras over to me in the Cord Office.
With a name like Asquith, I need lots of help procur-
ing females. Yippee! Wow!
SGW trial remanded until January
MONTREAL (CUP)—The issue
of racism at Sir George Williams
University, buried in the uproar
surrounding the notorious com-
puter-burning here last Feb-
ruary, erupted again November 3
ruary, erupted again November 3.
A group of Sir George students
and faculty have laid libel and
racism charges against Wayne
Gray, editor and publisher of
"The Paper." a joint weekly
publication of the Sir George and
Loyola evening students' associa-
tions, for a cartoon published in
Monday's edition.
The charges created a furor
which ended with the paper's re-
moval from news-stands, and the
burning of the edition. The paper
was later re-issued without the
cartoon.
The SGWU students' associa-
tion has denounced the drawing as
"the most offensive example of
racism ever published at Sir
George ... a shocking example
of bad taste."
The cartoon shows a black pon-
dering the page of a newspaper,
as his companion polishes a
machine gun in a setting strewn
with "visit beautiful Biafra" post-
ers, shrunken heads, skulls and
pennants labelled "Mau Mau
Tech" and "Nigeria U."
Gray has refused to identify
the artist who drew the cartoon.
The caption reads: "Pack your
kit bag. Alfred, they are about
to start a Black Studies Program
in Sir George."
The source idea for the draw-
ing is believed to be a notice
from the SGWB Caribbean Stu-
dents Assn. It seeking black stu-
dents' reaction to J.he possibility
of establishing a credit course
in black studies.
No such course has been ap-
proved by university authorities.
Under a new student discipline
code at Sir George, created after
last year's incident, the charges
will be heard before a board of
three students, two from the
evening school and one day stu-
dent.
The board has the power to
suspend, remove student privi-
leges, or recommend expulsion.
Appeal can be made to a re-
view board of three students, one
faculty member and one senior
administrator, with further apnea!
possible to the university board
of governors.
"Why escalate?" said Ross
Miles, president of the Evening
Students' Association. "Tomorrow
there'd be 6,000 people looking
for dirt. It's better to say noth-
ing "
Miles said the cartoon is pro-
bably "going to alienate a lot of
black moderates, but it's by no
means as critical as February 11
(the date of the computer cen-
tre incident.)"
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BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
1 Final Year Students
Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one of
the most exciting" roles in business management.
He tackles complex and fascinating- problems.
For the professionally-trained man the
scope is limitless.
Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson,
, Cordon representatives, on campus
NOVEMBER 19th
Appointments should be made through the
I Student Placement Office. If this time is not
convenient, please contact us directly. 744-1171
CSarksoi, Gordon it Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Halifax, Saint John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto
Hamilton, Kitchener, London, Windsor, Thunder Bay
Winnipeg, Regina, Caigary, Edmonton, Vancouver, Victoria
THE CHURCH
AND THE ARTS
Sunday, Nov. 9, 7:30 p.m.
Colour and Form: Experience
a happening in the visual arts
Sunday, Nov. 16, 7:30 p.m.
Drama and Music: Christ in fie
Concrete City by the
Intervarsity Players
First United Church
King and William St., Waterloo
Offerings used for Outreach
and Fait Angel
AAALE COLLEGE
STUDENTS
Opportunity available for men
with ability. Car essential.
Work your own hours on part-
time basis. Excellent pay ac-
cording to your ability. Be
your own businessman. No in-
vestment. Prestige product.
For interview or appointment
Call: Mr. Kwasnicki
578-2038
6-8 p.m. Mon. to Wed.
or write stating particulars to
MR. KWASNICKI
807 Frederick St.
Surrey Place Apt. 308A
Kitchener, Ont.
Lifetime Distributors Ltd.
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buttons, on-going length. Weather if /iv '/;MMM Iit's damp or not, slip into it, soonest.
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UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL SERVICES
Keffer Chapel 10:00 - 10:20 a.m. Monday-Friday
Chapel Speakers for Week of November 10-14
Monday — Mr. Eric Howes
Tuesday — Liturgy for the
Remembering of the Dead
Seminary Choir
Wednesday — Mr. Sandy Fryfogel
Thursday — IEI - Debate: Viet Nam -
Tragic Necessity or
Tragic Blunder
Friday — 1 El - Panel Discussions:
The University as a
Moral Agerii-
Wedmesdays 10:00 p.m. Communion Service, Keffer Chapel
Chiaroscuro rises from the dead
by Bill Pattie
Our University is fortunate
enough to have a publication
through which authors, artists,
and photographers can display
it heir varied and diverse talents.
The name of this magazine is
Chiaroscuro.
This year's editor is John Brick,
a third year English major. Be-
sides having an active interest in
poetry, art and drama, he is also
a writer himself.
"This year's Chiaroscuro," said
Brick, "will be a collection of
prose, poetry, playlettes, sket-
ches, and photographs. It is my
aim to produce a literary maga-
zine worthy of university publi-
cation for the students by the
students."
Brick went on to say, "In past
years, the magazine has tended to
be monopolized by works of the
editor and his friends. I myself
plan to submit only one poem."
Anyone may submit any work
lhat they wish. There will be a
meeting in December for any in-
terested contributors. Brick said,
"At this meeting, all pieces will
be examined, with names omit-
ted, by the contributors. This will
allow them to have a say in what
will be best suited for Chiaro-
scuro." However, the editor will
still have the final word on what
is to be printed.
"It is common," said Brick,
"that some authors are either self-
conscious or modest about their
work. This should not inhibit any-
one from contributing their
works, as I will accept anything
under a nom-de plume."'
Brick also stressed that all
works will be returned to their
owners. This practice has been
sadly neglected in past years.
Mr. Brick said that there was a
desperate need for prose, play*
Jettes and photographs. In regard
to photographs, he requests that
thoy be unique and distinctive. "I
don't want pretty pictures of the
Campus or of girl-friends or boy-
friends as the case may be."
As to sketches. Brick said that
he would like to have the names
of interested people submitted to
him. The reason for this is that
he would like to have these peo-
ple listen to the written works
and to do an accompanying sketch
1o any piece which captures their
fancy.
Any interested persons may
submit their works to the Chiaro*
scuro mailbox in the 5.U.8.0.GL
Building or to the Board of Publi-
cations office. "It would be even
better," Brick said, "if the people
would hand their works to me
personally." Brick may be reached
by phoning 576-8577.
This is your magazine, students,
Its success or failure rests with
you and you alone. Chiaroscur«
needs your support. The edito*
is enthusiastic and competent and,
with your help, this year's Chiaro-
scuro will be the best yet!
Photo T>y Smith
John Brick, editor of Chiaroscuro
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ARTS and
SCIENCE
Final Year Students
Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one of
the most exciting- roles in business management.
He tackles complex and fascinating problems.
For the professionally-trained man the
scope is limitless.
Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson,
Gordon representatives, on campus
NOVEMBER 19th
Appointments should be made through the
Student Placement Office. If this time is not
convenient, please contact us directly. 744-1171
Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Halifax, Saint John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto
Hamilton, Kitchener, London, Windsor, Thunder Bay
Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver, Victoria
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Chartered Accountancy
The Look
of Leadership!
The qualities of leadership show up in men wards for the diligent, for the Chartered
who have chosen Chartered Accountancy as Accountant is a key-man in to-day's business
their profession, since those who are resource- and financial world.
ful, have a keen analytical sense, enjoy meet- Among the many firms of Chartered Accoun-
ing and working with people and can stand tants who employ CA students are those
strong on their convictions, are the business participating in this advertisement. These firms
leaders of to-day. As a Chartered Accountant and others are interviewing on your campus.
you may apply your talents in a public ac- The names of most local CA firms are listed
counting practice, in industry, education, or in your yellow pages under the heading,
government. Each avenue provides rich re- Accountants Public.
CSarkson, Gordon & Co. McDonald, Currie & Co.
Offices across Canada Kitchener and offices in other principal cities
across Canada
Peat, Warwick, Mitchell & Co. Price Waterhouse & Co.
Openings in 20 offices from coast to coast All Canadian offices
in Canada
Thome, Gunn, Helliwefl & Christenson
Recruiting students for our offices in G. H. Ward & Partners
all major Canadian cities Twenty offices in Ontario
uuater! no I iUMFRAIM Whether you have decided on your future or not, thisWATERLOO LUTHfcHAN is a n excellent opportunity to find out more aboutNov. 17 - Nov. /I Chartered Accountancy as a career. Visit the on-
Check with placement office tot specific campus recruiters, a local firm of CA's, ask your
requirements of each firm. placement officer, or write directly to:
The Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Ontario,
69 Bloor Street East Toronto, Ont.
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HawksoutofBowl
by Bill Harmon
The Golden Hawks closed oat
the 1969 football season with a
16-10 loss at the hands of the
Windsor Lancers. The game dash-
ed all hopes of the Hawks" get-
ting to the College Bowl for ihe
College Bowl for the second
Straight year.
The game was played under
wet and windy conditions with
the x'esnlt that fumbles and poor
footing were prevalent through-
out the game. Windsor complete-
ly dominated the first half of
the ball game by holding" the
Ilawk offence to almost nothing.
The Hawk defence was again su-
perb. but was unable to stop
Windsor after they took posses-
sion on our 15 yard line. Tony
D'Alosio, who scored both Win-
sor touchdowns, got the first one
late in the first quarter. The half
ended, however, with Windsor
holding only a 9-0 lead. The rest
of the points in the first half
came off two singles by the Wind
sor punter.
The Hawks finally started to
roll in the second half, so much
so that they almost pulled the
game out of the fire. The Hawks
marched down the field and Ter-
ry Harvey put the Hawks on the
scoreboard with an 11 yard re-
verse run. Wally Parker added
the convert.
The next time the Hawks got
the ball they again drove down
the field but unfortunately fum-
bled the ball deep in Windsor
territory. The advantage tiiat the
Hawks enjoyed did not last for
long because of a tremendous 75
yard kick that put us deep in
our own zone. Going into the
fourth quarter Windsor led 9-7.
At the beginning of the fourth
quarter Windsor was forced to
punt after being held by a stub-
born Hawk defence. However the
punt was fumbled and Windsor
got the ball in very good field
position. A few plays later Tony
D'Alosio scored his second touch-
down of the game making the
score 16-7 for Windsor.
The Hawks bounced right back
when Wally Parker kicked a 17
yard field goal, a record for the
CGIFC, making the score 16-10.
A final Hawk rally near the
end of the game was again stop-
ped. This time by a very ques-
tionable penalty. This was the
last ra!lv that time could permit
and.the final score was 16-10
for the Windsor Lancers.
Even though the Hawks did not
make the playoffs the season was
not a total loss. Many new rook-
ies were groomed and many of
last year's rookies gained new
experience. Even though the
Hawks will loose many exp*r?
enced seniors, they are sure to
be tough again next year under
the expert coaching of Dave
Knight and I am sure they will
make the College Bowl next year
for sure.
Earlier this year the Hawks showed a form which was not evident in Saturday's
Mudbowl against Windsor.
Flashed all their sabres bare
by Cal Brown
Flashed as they turned in air,
Reeled, from the saber stroke.
Shattered and Surdered.
(Tennyson)
The two thin lines advanced
cautiously towards one another—
'Thrust, lung' was the command.
Some of the group staggered—•
off balance. Others struck the
mark—"touche!" The fingers
were sheathed and the lines re-
formed in an 'en garde' position.
The scene wasn't the French
academic, a comic opera, the his-
torical society, drama club or
even a remote branch of the
R.O.T.C. It was W.L.U.'s Fencing
Club at practice. This year the
club has from 20 - 30 regular
members and is training with an
eye to the inter-collegiate tourna-
ment to be held at Brock Uni-
versity in February. Overall in-
terest and enthusiasm has been
good this year, however a few
members were violently object-
ing to the ferocity of trie un-
sheathed finger. They no longer
have need to fear because the
club has acquired some equip
ment for newcomers and many of
the members have purchased
their own equipment. The group
meets in Willison Hall, room one.
every Monday and Wednesday at
7 p.m. and welcomes anyone in-
terested in joining them for the
sport guaranteed to build stam-
ina, poise and agility—not to
mention defending W.L.U.'s hon-
our at various tournaments.
The Zeppelinization of Kitchener
by Dave Fairfield
In a round about way, an Eng-
lish group called the Yardbirds
has contributed significantly to
pop music. It was in this now
defunct ensemble that Eric Clap-
ton. Jeff Beck and Jimmy Page
first came onto the scene. Since
then, Eric Clapton has found
fame with John Mayall, The
Cream and Blind Faith. Jeff Beck
has created such albums as
"Truth"and Jimmy Page has for-
med the Led Zeppelin. In break-
ing away, these fine musicians
have either set their own trend
or have improvised oti what is
now happening.
The Led Zeppelin must rank
among the super groups of our
time. Although dominated by the
style of one man, Jimmy Page,
each member fits the pattern well.
Robert Plant is a fine blues
singer. He understands and fol-
lows Page's lead. At the same
time, he is able to assert his own
thought into the improvisation.
Plant subtly combines his vocal
talent with the gyrating tone of
the guitar. He sings in harmony
with or in counter-point to it.
The bassist and drummer de-
serve the same amount of credit.
By keeping a solid buck-bent,
they enable Page to take the mu-
sical liberties that he does. With-
out their rhythmic skill, the group
might well have floundered in
some instances.
But it is Jimmy Page who sets
the pace. He is the one who says
so much. His virtuosity is in-
credible. He stuns and amazes
you with the sporadic bursts of
his guitar. At one point. Page
becomes a one man tape deck.
With a violin bow, he creates
sound which is shockingly beauti-
ful. His intellectualization of the
psychedelic jumble has causcd
pop music one step further. A
continuance with this type of ex-
pression promises much.
A word or two must be said in
favour of the promoters. They
were able to construct the stage
in such a way that everyone could
see and hear the performance.
The acoustics in the large arena
are far from perfect. Fortunately
for the audience, these people had
enough insight to make the best
of what they had.Monday and Wednesday nights foils flash in Willison 1
Girls varsity teams practising hard
by Judy Birss
Women's athletics are in full
swing for another year. The bas-
ketball, volleyball and badminton
teams have been practicing hard
for a month and show great pro-
mise for a successful season.
Many new faces on campus have
added a little pepper to the teams
as we lost a few players from
last year. A combination of this
new material, our fantastic coach-
es and our bubbling enthusiasm
and confidence will lead us on to
victory.
Coaching the Varsity volleyball
and badminton teams again this
year is Miss Claudia Kwasnichi,
a U. of Windsor graduate teach-
ing at a local high school. Miss
Mariene Barrie is the team mana-
ger. The players are: Lynn Ack-
ford, Jewel Arnott, Ene Aun,
Chris Catania, Marg Crowe,
Kathy Eisenbach, Lorraine Greg-
son, Mark Marin, Linda Rankin,
Linda Rideout, Nijole Viatonis,
and Becki Voigts,
The Varsity basketball gals are
coached again this year by Miss
Birgit Brinhmann, a U. of Wes-
tern Ontario grad in physical edu-
cation who teaches at KCL Mi-s
Ruth Minieily is the manager of
the team players include: Bon
riie Becker, Judy Birss. Liz Davis,
Marg Klie, Tish Koeber, Sue Kop-
peser, Kyra Kristensen, Angie
Mancini, Angie Szobalo, Ellen
Train, and Jo Anne Tully.
The first Varsity games will be
held in Sudbury, November 15 at
Laurentian University and in
Toronto, November 18 at Ryerson,
Watch this space for announce-
ments of our upcoming home
games.
Intramurals are also on the go.
Any girls interested in playing
volleyball may come out on Wed-
nesday and Thursday nights at
10:00 p.m. in the T.A. Support
your floor!
SGW paper may face charges
MONTREAL (CUP)—The long
wait by defendants charged in
connection with the computer
burning at Sir George Williams
University last February will con-
tinue for at least another 66 days.
Ttie names of 70 defendants
appeared on the rolls before Mr.
Justice Ignace J. Deslauriers in
Montreal court Monday, only to
be put over to the next term of
the court of Queen's Bench which
will start January 7, 1970. and
run through January and Feb-
ruary.
The 70 defendants form the
m;ijor bloc of the 89 students ar-
rested February 11 and charged
with 363 crimes ranging from
conspiracy to commit arson to
property damage.
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\ Nov. 8, 8:00 p.m. T.A. $2.50
Tickets Now On Sale In Subog Office
